An effective fovea detection and automatic assessment of diabetic maculopathy in color fundus images.
Prolonged diabetes causes severe damage to the vision through leakage of blood and blood constituents over the retina. The effect of the leakage becomes more threatening when these abnormalities involve the macula. This condition is known as diabetic maculopathy and it leads to blindness, if not treated in time. Early detection and proper diagnosis can help in preventing this irreversible damage. To achieve this, the possible way is to perform retinal screening at regular intervals. But the ratio of ophthalmologists to patients is very small and the process of evaluation is time consuming. Here, the automatic methods for analyzing retinal/fundus images prove handy and help the ophthalmologists to screen at a faster rate. Motivated from this aspect, an automated method for detection and analysis of diabetic maculopathy is proposed in this work. The method is implemented in two stages. The first stage involves preprocessing required for preparing the image for further analysis. During this stage the input image is enhanced and the optic disc is masked to avoid false detection during bright lesion identification. The second stage is maculopathy detection and its analysis. Here, the retinal lesions including microaneurysms, hemorrhages and exudates are identified by processing the green and hue plane color images. The macula and the fovea locations are determined using intensity property of processed red plane image. Different circular regions are thereafter marked in the neighborhood of the macula. The presence of lesions in these regions is identified to confirm positive maculopathy. Later, the information is used for evaluating its severity. The principal advantage of the proposed algorithm is, utilization of the relation of blood vessels with optic disc and macula, which enhances the detection process. Proper usage of various color plane information sequentially enables the algorithm to perform better. The method is tested on various publicly available databases consisting of both normal and maculopathy images. The algorithm detects fovea with an accuracy of 98.92% when applied on 1374 images. The average specificity and sensitivity of the proposed method for maculopathy detection are obtained as 98.05% and 98.86% respectively.